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Armorial Slabs on old
K ilkenny H ouses.
By Mrs. C. J. Kenealy
HE Art of Science of Heraldry arose from the neces
sity of providing some distinguishing mark to identify
the Medieval Knight when completely enclosed in his
armour. From a very early time shields had been embel
lished and ornamented. They were highly prized in the
family and handed down from father to son. In the course
of time one particular device came to be associated with
each family or were chosen by them as their arms. The arms
were emblazoned on a surcoat of linen or cloth which was
worn over the suit of armour.
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Society in the Middle Ages was divided sharply into
two classes, the land-owning or gentle folk, who were
entitled to bear arms, and the lower or simple classes who
were treated practically as slaves. A land-owner desiring a
coat of arms was at first at liberty to assume what arms he
liked. Later, rules governing his choice were evolved and
were controlled by the Crown. From the time of Henry VIII,
when the standing professional army was established, the
use of arms to distinguish a leader in the field became un
necessary. From that time onwards a successful trader or
merchant could obtain grants of arms, and heraldry came
to lose its purely military aspect.
It is to this period, the 16th and 17th centuries, that the
arms that we shall presently examine belong. The Knights
who had come over during the Anglo-Norman invasion had
settled down and become successful traders, professional
men or landowners. They were for the most part very
wealthy. Only wealthy men at that time could afford to
engage in trade, since the trader must furnish his own fleet
to transport his goods and provide protection for the journey.
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Kilkenny’s trade and civic affairs were in the hands of a
small number of these wealthy families. To accommodate
their usually very large families as well as servants and
retainers, and no doubt to maintain their dignity and status,
they built magnificent stone mansions which were adorned
with carved stone slabs containing the family coat-of-arms.
A great number of these slabs can be seen to-day, not always
in their original position, but they help to identify the re
mains of these old mansions which are still with us.
THE SHEES
Of all the families who flourished at this time, the most
influential as well as the wealthiest, were the Shees, a
Milesian family from Kerry, their progenitors in these parts
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being four brothers who settled in Clonmel in the 14th
century.
In 1582, Sir Richard Shee, the most important member
of the family, obtained a Grant of Arms from Clarencieux,
King of Arms. There are many examples of this arms to be
seen in the city. It is a very elaborate coat, consisting of
eight quarterings. The first four are the arms of the four
brothers referred to above, the next three are Archer,
Birmingham and De La Hyde quarterings, and were acquired
by marriage, with heiresses of these families. The last repeats
the first. This last quartering viz., “ or a bend indented az
two fleur-de-lis counterchanged,” which in ordinary language
means a shield divided by an indented diagonal line on one
side, a blue fleur-de-lis on a gold ground and on the other
a gold fleur-de-lis on a blue ground, is the form most gener
ally used by the Shee family to-day. The crest is a swan,
and the motto “ Vincit Veritas.” Variations of these eight
quarterings are to be found in many places throughout the
city.
For instance, on the front of the Shee Alms House, in
Rose Inn Street, there is a shield bearing the full eight
quarterings with underneath the inscription “ The Arms of
Richard Shee, Kilkenny, Esquire, who had this hospital
erected in 1582. On the back there is a shield of six quarters
impaling the Arms of Margaret Sherlock, his wife. On Mr.
Peter Connolly’s furniture store in St. Kieran’s Street, nearly
opposite the back entrance to the Market, there is a similar
shield. This would be the back of Hipp’s shop in High St.
Over a 16th century mantlepiece in this shop there is a full
representation of the Shee Arms with underneath the letters
E.S., thus Indicating that this was another Shee mansion,
probably that of Elias Shee, younger brother of Sir Richard
and ancester of the Archer Shee branch of the family.
Another Shee escutcheon is to be found over Woolworth’s, opposite the entrance to Walkin Street. This was
the residence of Henry Shee, a cousin of Sir Richard and
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I might mention that though the Kilkenny City Arms
are well known, it is not so generally known that the county
also possess duly authenticated arms. Mr. MacLysaght, the
former Chief Herald, in an article in the Journal of the
R.S.A.I., 1949, quotes a document of 1665. which records
the Arms of three Irish Counties, Kilkenny, Carlow and Tip
perary. The Kilkenny Arms are “ Ermine a Fesse party per
pale dexter sable three garbes argent sinister quarterly 1
and 4 argent 2 and 3 gules a fret or.”

